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Here you can find the menu of Golden Coin Chinese Buffet in Phoenix. At the moment, there are 15 dishes
and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Margaret Frankiewicz likes

about Golden Coin Chinese Buffet:
This place is cute. It's a buffet, but a simple meal plan. We decided to try it out, the broccoli was very appealing,

and I thought it was just right. Very affordable, in the respect that it's not expensive for what you get. I really
enjoyed the chicken, my date thought it was a bit dry. So- perspective is everything I guess! Anyways- put it on
your bucket list. I thought the place would have been very popular back i... read more. What Érica Cecília da

Rocha grassi Grassi doesn't like about Golden Coin Chinese Buffet:
The service is horrible here when asking for a take out box to go golden coin skimps your food when you ask for

eggrolls! Always disrespectful towards my husband he is even willing to pay extra for egg roll this location has
horrible customer service no kind at all not worth what we paid for we usually share a plate to go but when they

act horrible not giving us what we paid for it's hard not to want to never come ba... read more. Get excited in
Golden Coin Chinese Buffet from Phoenix for versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine that's traditionally cooked in a

wok, look forward to the typical tasty French cuisine.
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Starter� & Salad�
FRENCH FRIES

Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

For th� smal� hunger
EGG ROLL

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Restauran� Categor�
FRENCH

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

Sid� dishe�
RICE

FRENCH FRIES

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

EGG

CHICKEN

BROCCOLI

WHITE RICE
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